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Awe-inspiring scrambling on one of the UK's most iconic ridges

SKYE'S CUILLIN RIDGE TRAVERSE
Strategies, advice, detailed topo booklet and 10 classic
scrambles
by Adrian Trendall
Described as 'the holy grail of British scrambling' by the British
Mountaineering Council, the Cuillin Ridge on the Isle of Skye continues to
inspire scramblers and climbers with its rugged crags and impressive
pinnacles. Across two distinct volumes, this guidebook presents everything
needed to traverse the Cuillin Ridge with advice about training, navigation
and gear, as well as step by step route description, maps and topos for every
stage. Although the traverse itself can be completed in a single day, there are
weeks' worth of scrambling on offer along this 12km ridge and this guide
features a multitude of options.
For those wanting to explore the ridge in smaller segments, the first volume
showcases ten classic scrambles on the ridge and in the surrounding area,
which can be used as practice routes for the main traverse. This volume also
provides detailed information about tackling the ridge in winter, as well as a
comprehensive introduction to the ridge. The second volume is a lightweight
guide focusing on the classic traverse, designed to be the perfect handbook
to carry on the ridge. Across 10 stages it provides step by step description for
completing the traverse, as well as presenting the three main approaches to
Gars-bheinn, including the boat from Elgol, and three main descents from
Sgurr nan Gillean.
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The ridge requires competent abseiling, scrambling to grade 3 and rock
climbing to Severe, with alternative routes offered that reduce the climbing
level to Moderate. Escape routes, bivi sites and advice about ropework are all
provided to maximise safety while exploring this classic ridge.
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What's inside?

with flaps

• Official 1:25,000 and 1:12,500 Harvey mapping for the whole traverse and
10 classic scrambles
• Detailed topos with numbered waypoints and corresponding route
description, including for the Inaccessible Pinnacle and T-D Gap
• An introduction containing plenty of advice about planning, strategy,
logistics and fitness to aid preparation for the ridge
About the author
Adrian is a mountain guide and photographer living on Skye. He has been
climbing since the 1980s with a CV that includes Alpine north faces, big
walls in Yosemite and first ascents on the White Cliffs of Dover. His work in
the outdoor industry included 12 years at Ogwen Cottage in Snowdonia, one
of the few places in the UK to regularly take secondary school students
multi-pitch climbing. Adrian and his wife, Bridgette, live at the foot of the
Cuillin. Together, they run a guiding and photography company, All Things
Cuillin, and have set up the very popular Facebook group of the same name.
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• One of the best scrambling traverses in
the UK
• Two volume set including a lightweight
guide to carry on the main traverse
• Detailed section focusing on the ridge
in winter
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